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All praise be to Allah, peace and blessings upon Prophet Mohamed, 
his family and his companions    

    

 

Excellency First Lieutenant Bakri Hassan Saleh, First Vice President 

of the Republic, Prime Minister, 

Excellency Musa Mohamed Ahmed, Assistant to the President of the 

Republic, Governor of Sinnar, Governor of Jazeera,  

Excellency Mr Al-Tayeb Hassan Badawi, Federal Minister of Culture, 

Excellencies Ministers, leaders of parties and national organizations, 

Excellencies President of the General Secretariat of the Celebration 

of Sinnar as the Capital of Islamic Culture and members of its Higher 

Committee, 

Excellencies heads and representatives of international and regional 

organizations, 

Excellencies residents of Sinnar, 

Assalamualaikumwarahmatu Allah wabarakatuh,  

I am pleased to be here today in this ancient city to attend 

the celebration of Sinnar as the Arab region’s Capital of 

Islamic Culture for 2017 after we closed yesterday, with the 

help of Allah, the 10th Islamic Conference of Culture Ministers 

which was held on this occasion with the honor of H.E. the 
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President, Field Marshal Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir, who 

conferred his high patronage on it and presided its opening 

ceremony. 

Indeed, the Islamic Culture Capitals Programme which 

ISESCO supervises its implementation in coordination and 

cooperation with the Member States reflects the enlightened 

civilizational vision of joint Islamic action. 

Sinnaris considered as one of the ancient cities in the 

history of Islamic civilization thanks to its effective and 

influential presence in the history of the Sudan and its 

outstanding role in the enrichment of Islamic culture and 

prosperity of human knowledge. The Kingdom of Sinnar was 

founded in 1504 following an alliance between the Funj tribes 

led by Amara Dunqas and the Abdallabi tribes headed 

by Abdullah Jamma to form the first Arab-Islamic Kingdom in 

the Sudan after the end of the Muslim rule in Spain in the 15th 

Century A.D. It played an influential role in spreading Islam 

and consolidating its foundations thanks to the interest of the 

Sinnar’s monarchs in science. In this regard, they encouraged 

Muslim scholars’ migration to the Sudan for Dawah and 

learning, established the Sinnari Corridor at Al-Azhar 

Mosque. Even, Sultan Badi II founded a waqfin Al Madinah 
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Al Munawwarah dedicated to serve the visitors of the Holy 

Sites from the Kingdom and Khalwas and Quranic schools for 

teaching the Quran and Arabic spread across the country 

during his rule.  

The Capitals of Islamic Culture Project is indeed one of 

the constant and successful civilizational projects which the 

Organization implemented. It serves as a bridge between the 

past and the present and aims to refresh the historical memory 

of Muslim peoples so as to reenergize their drive to encourage 

them link the present with the past. The Project aims also to 

develop culture, promote literary and artistic creativity and 

scientific and academic excellence in order to resume a new 

civilizational cycle that will restore the Ummah’s position 

among other nations and help build world peace on cultural 

foundations, intellectual innovations, scientific contribution 

and various achievements in human knowledge. 

Through the implementation of this civilizational and 

cultural programme and many other similar ones, ISESCO 

seeks to renew the performance of Islamic civilization; 

publicize its intellectual, scientific, cultural and innovative 

heritage; promote the values of renewed civilization-building; 

elevating the status of culture, thought and innovation to 
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emphasize its belonging to an advanced, innovative and man-

building civilization. From this cultural capital we affirm our 

call for justice and peace, rejection of all forms of extremism 

and terrorism, endeavor to work toward achieving the best 

interest and common good of the entire humanity to 

disseminate the principles of justice and equality, protect the 

dignity of human beings and allow them to perform their 

duties towards their selves, families, society and entourage. 

Excellency First Vice-President of the Republic, Prime Minister, 

Excellencies 

The world today is going through a critical period marked 

by growing extremism and calls for fanaticism, exacerbating 

terrorism, widespread abhorrentsectarianism and wars 

destructive of humans and civilization. Within this turbulent 

climate, it has become necessary to return to the original 

binding values to mend the existing rifts, maintain the 

brotherly relationships between Islamic peoples as part of 

Islamic solidarity, preserve the best interests of the Islamic 

world and face the challenges surrounding it. 

On this occasion, I am pleased to extend my heartfelt 

congratulation to the Republic of the Sudan on the lifting of the 
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unfair blockade imposed on it since 2001. During that period, 

the Sudan was resistant despite all the challenges and 

restrictions and was able to maintain its independent decisions, 

while attaching firmly to its noble Islamic values and ideals in 

the face of plagues that were threatening its security and the 

stability of the whole region. Despite all the conspiracies and 

extremism that plagued many regions in the Islamic world, the 

Sudan remained a symbol of moderation and middle stance and 

a constructive element that gained the respect of the world. 

In conclusion, I would like to reiterate my thanks to H.E. 

Vice-President of the Republic, Prime Minister, President of 

the National Committee of the Celebration of Sinnar, First 

Lieutenant Bakri Hassan Saleh, for his personal follow-up to 

and sustained sponsorship in implementing the celebration in 

the best conditions and for his follow-up to the projects 

launched on the occasion, mainly the Heritage and Tourism 

Village, the Museum, the Cultural and Media Center of 

Sinnar, the main achievement of the Celebration, which will 

serve as a model of the true cooperation on the field in 

Republic of the Sudan. In addition, the 10th Islamic 

Conference of Culture Ministers approved the establishment 

of the Sinnar Regional Center for Dialogue and Cultural 
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Diversity that will operate under the aegis of the Islamic 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO), 

in coordination with the Federal Ministry of Culture. The 

Center will see light after the signing of a cooperation 

agreement between ISESCO and the Republic of the Sudan. 

I would also like to reiterate my thanks to H.E. Mr Al-

Tayeb Hassan Badawi, Federal Minister of Culture, and his 

assistants, the Governor of Sinnar, the President of the 

Celebration’s General Secretariat, officials of the concerned 

ministries and administrations in the Republic of the Sudan 

and to all those who contributed to the success of the 

programmes and projects of the Celebration. 

I beseech Allah to inspire us wisdom for the good and 

progress of our Ummah. 

WassalamuAlaikumWarahmatu Allah Wabarakatuhu 


